As Scientists we will be planning
and carrying out investigations into
rocks. Studying the different types
of rocks and how we can identify
these.

As Artists we will focus on our 3D
modelling skills and techniques, whilst
making Roman inspired pottery and
As Designers we will be using our new
create and control a construction.

will use coding software such as
Scratch and Kodu to design and
write programs that accomplish
specific goals, including controlling
and simulation. As well as this we
will continue to develop our ESafety knowledge

investigating volcanoes and earthquakes. As well
as focusing on mapping skills, whilst investigating
Europe.

mosaics.
found computer coding knowledge to help

As Computing Technicians we

As Geographers we will be studying and

As Historians we will use a range of different
sources to study the Romans and the legacy of
the Roman Empire.
In RE we will be further developing our

Class 3

Romans Rock!

understanding of Christianity by studying
symbols and worship in the religion.
As Musicians we will be listening to, appraising
and performing a range of songs and music with
Mrs Curry.

Curriculum Drivers
Ambition and Possibilities

Life-skills and Enterprise

Knowledge and Understanding of the World

We will continue to explore NED

We will continue to extend our knowledge on life

We will continue to use links in our local community to aid our

further. ‘Never give up’,

skills such as E-Safety and cookery as well as

learning through visits, local exploration and inviting visitors

‘Encourage others’ and

planning our own lines of Scientific and Historical

into school to share their expertise. Through the use of

enquiry. Also we continue to work on taking on

children’s news channels and newspapers we will continue to

responsibilities in class and around school.

explore local, national and international news events.

‘Do your best’ will
be of focus this term.

